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ABSTRACT

In re ent work it has been shown that in nite state model
he king an be performed by a ombination of partial dedu tion of logi programs and abstra t interpretation. This
paper fo uses on a parti ular lass of problems| overability
for (in nite state) Petri nets|and shows how existing te hniques and tools for de larative programs an be su essfully
applied. In parti ular, we show that a restri ted form of partial dedu tion is already powerful enough to de ide all overability properties of Petri Nets. We also prove that two
parti ular instan es of partial dedu tion exa tly ompute
the Karp-Miller tree as well as Finkel's minimal overability
set. We thus establish a link between algorithms for Petri
nets and logi program spe ialisation.
Keywords

Program analysis and veri ation; logi programming; model
he king; on urren y; partial evaluation; abstra t interpretation; Petri nets.
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Re ently there has been interest in applying logi programming te hniques to model he king. Table-based logi programming, set-based analysis, and onstraint logi programming an be used as an eÆ ient means of performing model
he king [33℄ [4℄ [6, 13℄. Despite the su ess of model he king, most systems must still be substantially simpli ed and
onsiderable human ingenuity is required to arrive at the
stage where the push button automation an be applied [35℄.
Furthermore, most software systems annot be modelled dire tly by a nite state system: as soon as some kind of
(Produ es the permission blo k, opyright information and
page numbering). For use with ACM PROC ARTICLESP.CLS V2.0. Supported by ACM.
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re ursion or sophisti ated data stru tures ome into play,
an in nite number of states must be veri ed. For these reasons, there has re ently been onsiderable interest in in nite
model he king (e.g., [1, 31, 10, 9, 39, 6℄). This, by its very
unde idable nature, is a daunting task, for whi h abstra tion
is a key issue. Indeed, abstra tion allows one to approximate
an in nite system by a nite one, and if proper are is taken
the results obtained for the nite abstra tion will be valid
for the in nite system.
An important question when attempting to perform in nite
model he king in pra ti e is: How an one automati ally
obtain an abstra tion whi h is nite, but still as pre ise as
required? A potential solution to this problem is to apply
existing te hniques for the automati ontrol of (logi ) program spe ialisation [23℄. More pre isely, in program spe ialisation in general and partial dedu tion1 in parti ular, one
fa es a very similar (and quite extensively studied) problem:
To be able to produ e eÆ ient spe ialised programs, in nite
omputation trees have to be abstra ted in a nite but also
as pre ise as possible way.
The simplest way to apply this existing te hnology is to
model the system to be veri ed as a logi program (by means
of an interpreter). This translation is often very straightforward (e.g., due to the built-in support for non-determinism)
and enables us to express in nite state systems. First su essful steps in that dire tion have been taken in [14, 26℄,
but up to now there were no results for what systems and
properties this approa h yields de ision pro edures and how
it relates to existing model he king algorithms. In this paper we give the rst formal answer to these questions, and
show that when we en ode Petri nets as logi programs and
use \typi al" existing program spe ialisation algorithms, we
get de ision pro edures for the so- alled \ overability problems" (whi h en ompass quasi-liveness, boundedness, determinism, regularity,...). Moreover, quite surprisingly, we an
exa tly mimi a well known Petri net algorithm by Karp
and Miller when slightly weakening the program spe ialisation te hniques. These insights do not only shed light on
the power of using logi program analysis and spe ialisation
for in nite state model he king; they also establish a link
between algorithms in Petri net theory and program spe ialisation and will hopefully lead to further insights and ross1 Partial evaluation of logi programs is often referred to as
partial dedu tion.



M 0 (s)

fertilization. Already in this paper an extension of partial
dedu tion was inspired by another algorithm by Finkel [11℄.

k we have Mk0 (s)
Mk0 (s) = M 0 (s).2

The paper is stru tured as follows. In Se tion 2 we introdu e Petri nets, overability problems and the Karp-Miller
pro edure. In Se tion 3 we present partial dedu tion of logi
programs, along with a generi and two on rete algorithms.
In Se tion 4 we show how Petri nets an be en oded as logi
programs whi h enables us in Se tion 5 to apply partial dedu tion algorithms to Petri nets and establish the relationship to overability problems and algorithms. Finally, in
Se tion 6 we dis uss how the partial dedu tion approa h
an deal with more ompli ated systems and properties.

Many interesting properties of Petri nets an be investigated using the
so- alled Karp-Miller tree resulting from
the algorithm3 below, rst de ned in [19℄. The Karp-Miller
tree is a nite abstra tion of the set of rea hable markings RS () with whi h we an de ide whether
it is possible
to \00 over" some arbitrary
marking
M 0 (in the sense that
9M 2 RT () j M 00  M 0 ) simply by he king whether
a node M 000 in the tree overs M 0 (i.e., M 000  M 0 ). The
main idea of the algorithm is to simulate the exe ution of a
Petri net , starting from the initial marking M0 , until one
rea hes a marking whi h is greater or equal than a pre eding one. If this marking is identi al to a prede essor, i.e., it
has already been dealt with before, then the algorithm will
not treat it again. If this marking is stri tly greater than a
prede essor, however, then one will generalise the marking
by putting !'s into all pla es where the number of tokens
has a tually in reased. Simulation will then pro eed using
this new pseudo-marking. For example, if one an rea h a
marking M2 = h1; 3; 2; 2i from M1 = h1; 0; 2; 1i by ring a
ertain sequen e of transitions t1 ; : : : ; t , the algorithm will
ontinue the simulation from the pseudo-marking h1; !; 2; !i
and not from M2 . The justi ation is that, due to monotoni ity of Petri nets, we an repeatedly re the sequen e
t1 ; : : : ; t to generate arbitrarily large number of tokens in
the pla es 2 and 4.
In Algorithm 2.1 we des ribe pre isely how to ompute the
Karp-Miller tree KM (). Nodes in the tree are ouples
(k; M ), where k is a unique identi er and M is a pseudomarking. We also say that (k; M ) is labelled by M .

2. PETRI NETS AND COVERABILITY

In this paper we want to study the power of partial dedu tion based approa hes for model he king of in nite state
systems. To arrive at pre ise results, it makes sense to fous on well-established lasses of in nite state systems and
properties whi h are known to be de idable. One an then
examine whether the partial dedu tion approa h provides
a de ision pro edure and how it ompares to existing algorithms. In this se tion, we des ribe su h a de idable lass
of systems and properties, namely Petri nets [34℄ and overability problems. We start out by giving de nitions of some
important on epts in Petri net theory.
De nition 1. A Petri net  is a tuple (S; T; F; M0 ) onsisting of a nite set of pla es S , a nite set of transitions
T with S \ T = ; and a ow relation F whi h is a fun tion
from (S  T ) [ (T  S ) to IN . A marking m for  is a
mapping S 7! IN . M0 is a marking alled initial.

A transition t 2 T is enabled in a marking M i 8s 2
S : M (s)  F (s; t). An enabled transition an be red,
resulting in a new marking M 0 de ned by 8s : M 0 (s) =0
M (s) F (s; t) + F (t; s). We will denote this by M [tiM .
By M [t1 ; : : : ; t iM 0 we denote the fa t that for some intermediate markings
M1 ; : : : ; M 1 we have M [t1 iM1 ; : : : ;
M 1 [t iM 0 .
k

k

k

k

We de ne the rea hability tree RT () indu tively as follows:
Let M0 be the label of the root node. For every node n of
RT () labelled by some marking M and for every transition
t whi h is enabled in M , add a node n0 labelled M 0 su h that
M [tiM 0 and add an ar from n to n0 labelled t. The set of all
labels of RT () is alled the rea hability set of , denoted
RS (). The set of words given by the labels of nite paths
of RT () starting in the root node is alled language of ,
written L().
For onvenien e, we denote M  M 0 i M (s)  M 0 (s)
for all pla es s 2 S . We also introdu e pseudo-markings,
whi h are fun tions from S to IN [f!g where we also de ne
8n 2 IN : ! > n and ! + n = ! n = ! + ! = !0 . Using
this we also extend the notation M 1 [t1 ; : : : ; t iM for su h
markings.
k
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Finally, a sequen e of markings0 M1 ; M2 ; : : : is said to onverge to the pseudo-marking M when, for every pla e s 2 S
and for every integer n  1, there exists k su h that 8k0 >

n

if

=

!

otherwise we have

n

n

Algorithm 2.1

(Karp{Miller{Tree)

a Petri net  = (S; T; F; M0 )
Output: a tree KM () of nodes labelled by pseudo-markings
Initialisation: set U := f(r; M0 )g of unpro essed nodes
while U 6= ;
sele t some (k; M ) 2 U ;
U := U n f(k; M )g;
if there is no an estor node (k1 ; M1 ) of (k; M ) with
M = M1 then
M2 = M ;
for all an estors (k1 ; M1 ) of (k; M ) su h that
Input:

M1 < M

do

all pla es p 2 S su h that M1 (p) < M (p)
do M2 (p) = ! ;
M := M2 ;
0
for every transition t su h that M [tiM do
reate node (k0 ; M 0 );
reate ar labelled t from (k; M ) to (k0 ; M 0);
U := U [ (k0 ; M 0);
for

2
This deviates slightly from the de nition in [11℄, a ording
to whi h the sequen e h0; 0i; h1; 0i, h1; 1i; h2; 1i; : : : does not
onverge to h!; !i.
3 The algorithm presented here di ers slightly from the original.

In the following we list properties of Petri nets whi h are
known to be de idable using the Karp-Miller-tree KM (),
and we sket h the respe tive de ision pro edures (see [11℄,[19℄,
[38℄). The Karp-Miller-tree is always nite, hen e it is possible to he k for properties of all ar s and all nodes of
KM ().
1. Is RT () of a Petri net  in nite? Pro edure: RT ()
is in nite i the label of some node of KM () ontains
an !, or, some node has an an estor labelled by the
same marking.
2. Is RS () of a Petri net  in nite? Pro edure: RS ()
is in nite i the label of some node of KM () ontains
an !.
3. Is a pla e s 2 S of a Petri net  = (S; T; F; M0 )
bounded? Pro edure: s is bounded i no node of
KM () is labelled by a pseudo-marking M su h that
M (s) = !.
4. Is a transition t 2 T of a Petri net  = (S; T; F; M0 )
quasi{live, i.e. is there a marking in RT () where t
is enabled? Pro edure: t is quasi{live i there is
a pseudo-marking M in KM () su h that M (s) 
F (s; t) for all s 2 S .
5. Does RS () of a0 Petri net  = (S; T;
F; M0 ) over
some marking M ? Pro edure: M 0 is overed i
there is 0 a pseudo-marking M in KM () su h that
MM .
6. Is L() of a Petri net  regular? Pro edure: L() is
regular i for every node n of KM () whi h is labelled
by a marking ontaining ! and for every an estor n
of n su h thatPn is labelled by the same marking,
we have that 2 (jwj (F (t; s) F (s; t)))  0 for all
s 2 S , where w 2 T + is the path in KM () from n
to n and j:j denotes the Parikh{mapping (i.e., jwj is
the number of t's in w).
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Several other problems (e.g., ontrol state rea hability, determinism) an be redu ed to one of the above [11℄. However, the Karp-Miller-tree of a Petri net an be ome very
large (in general the size of the graph is not bounded by
a primitive re ursive fun tion [32℄). But, it was shown by
Finkel [11℄ that the above problems an also be de ided using minimal overability sets and graphs, whi h are often
signi antly smaller.

The minimal overability set is nite and unique [11℄. In
fa t, the nite rea hability set problem, the boundedness
problem, the overing problem, and the quasi{liveness problem are de idable using overability sets, only. To de ide the
regularity and the nite rea hability tree problem, overability graphs an be used [11℄.
3. PARTIAL DEDUCTION

We will now present the essential ingredients of the logi
program spe ialisation te hniques that were used for in nite model he king in [14, 26℄. As it turns out, we do
not require a separate abstra t interpretation phase (as in
[14, 26℄) to a hieve ompleteness; partial dedu tion alone is
already powerful enough. We will return to the issue of implementing Petri nets as logi programs (and thus making
them amenable to partial dedu tion) in Se tion 4.
Throughout this arti le, we denote variables through (strings
starting with) an upper ase symbol, while onstants, fun tions, and predi ates begin with a lower ase hara ter.
A partial evaluator [17℄ is given a program P along with part
of its input, alled the stati input. The partial evaluator
then produ es a orre t spe ialised version P of P whi h,
when given the dynami input, produ es the same output
as the original program P . In logi programming full input
to a program P onsists of a goal Q and evaluation orresponds to onstru ting a omplete SLD-tree for P [f Qg,
i.e., a tree whose root is labelled by Q and where hildren
of nodes are obtained by rst sele ting a literal of the node
and then resolving it with the lauses of P . For partial evaluation, stati input takes the form of a partially instantiated
goal Q0 and the spe ialised program
P should be orre t
for all runtime instan es Q0  of0 Q0 in the sense0 that
the omputed answers of P [f Q g and P [f Q g are
identi al. A te hnique whi h a hieves this is known under
the name of partial dedu tion, whi h we present below.
S

S

S

3.1

Generic Algorithm for Partial Deduction

The general idea of partial dedu tion is to 4onstru t a nite number of nite but possibly in omplete trees0 whi h
\ over" the possibly in nite SLD-tree for P [ f Q g (and
thus also all SLD-trees for all instan es of Q0 ). The
derivation steps in these SLD-trees are the omputations
whi h have been pre-evaluated and the lauses of the speialised program are then extra ted by onstru ting one speialised lause ( alled a resultant) per bran h. These in omplete SLD-trees are obtained by applying an unfolding rule:

A overability set CS () of a Petri net  =
(S; T; F; M0 ) is a set of pseudo-markings su h that the following onditions hold:

De nition 3. An unfolding rule is a fun tion whi h, given
a program P and a goal Q, returns a non-trivial5 and
possibly in omplete SLD-tree  for P [ f Qg. We also
de ne the set of leaves, leaves( ), to be the leaf goals of  .

1. for every 0rea hable marking M 2 RS (),
there is a
marking M 2 CS () su
h
that
M  M 0,
2. for every marking M 0 2 CS () n RS (), there is an
in nite stri tly in reasing sequen
e of rea hable markings fM g onverging to M 0 .
A overability set CS () is minimal i no proper subset of
CS () is a overability set of .

Formally, the resultant of a bran h of  leading from the
root Q to a leaf goal Q via omputed answer  is the
4
An in omplete SLD-tree is a SLD-tree whi h, in addition
to su ess and failure leaves, also ontains leaves where no
literal
has been sele ted for a further derivation step.
5 A trivial SLD-tree has a single node where no literal has
been sele ted for resolution.

De nition 2.

n

i

i

formula Q Q . Partial dedu tion uses the resultants for
a given set of atoms S to onstru t the spe ialised program
(and for ea h atom in S a di erent spe ialised predi ate definition will be generated). Given losedness (all leaves are
an instan e of a spe ialised atom) and independen e (no two
spe ialised atoms have a ommon instan e), orre tness of
the spe ialised program is guaranteed [28℄. Independen e
is usually (e.g. [25, 5℄) ensured by a renaming transformation whi h maps dependent atoms to new predi ate symbols
(and often lters out onstant parts as well). Closedness is
more diÆ ult to ensure, but an be satis ed using the following generi algorithm based upon [25℄. This algorithm
stru tures the atoms to be spe ialised in a global tree: i.e., a
tree whose nodes are labelled by atoms and where A is a des endant of B i spe ialising B lead to the spe ialisation of
A. Apart from the missing treatment of onjun tions [5℄ the
following is the algorithm implemented in the e e system
[21℄ whi h we will employ later on.
i

i

Algorithm 3.1

(generi partial dedu tion algorithm)

a program P and a goal A
Output: a set of atoms or onjun tions A and a global tree
Initialisation:
:= a \global" tree with a single unmarked
node, labelled by A
Input:

repeat

an unmarked or abstra ted leaf node L in
overed (L; ) then mark L as pro essed

pi k
if

else

W
if

= whistle (L; )

W 6= fail

then

parent abstra tion = true then
remove all des endants of W and mark W as abstra ted
label (W ) := abstra t (L; W; )

if

else

mark L as abstra ted
label (L) := abstra t (L; W; )

else

mark L as pro essed
for all Q 2 leaves (U (P; label (L))) do
for all A 2 partition (Q) do
add a new unmarked hild C of L to
label (C ) := A
until all nodes are pro essed
output A := flabel (A) j A 2 g and

As an be seen, the algorithm is parametrised by a boolean
onstant parent abstra tion, an unfolding rule U , a partitioning fun tion partition, a predi ate overed (L; ), a whistle fun tion whistle(L; ) and an abstra tion fun tion
abstra t (L; W; ).
Intuitively, overed (L; ) is a way of he king whether L
or a generalisation of L has already been treated in the
global tree . Formally, overed (L; ) = true must imply that 9M 2 su h that M is pro essed or abstra ted
and for some substitution : label (M ) = label (L). A
parti ular implementation an de ide to be more demanding and, e.g., return true only if there is another node in

labelled by a variant of L. The purpose of partition
is to divide leaf goals into individual atoms. For \ lassial" partial dedu tion we would simply de ne: partition(
A1 ; :::; A ) = fA1 ; :::; A g.6 However, it is possible to perform some abstra tion|independent of the parti ular global
tree | at that stage. Formally, whenever partition(
Q) = fA1 ; :::; A g then for some 1 ; :::;  we must have that
Q is identi al to
A1 1 ; :::; A  (up to reordering of
atoms).
n

n
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The other two parameters are used to ensure termination.
Intuitively, the whistle(L; ) is used to dete t whether the
bran h of ending in L is \dangerous", in whi h ase it
returns a value di erent from fail (i.e., it \blows"). This
value should be an an estor W of L ompared to whi h L
looked dangerous (e.g., L is bigger than W in some sense).
The abstra tion operation will then ompute a generalisation of L and W , less likely to lead to non-termination.
Formally, abstra t(L; W; ) must be an atom whi h is more
general than both L and W . Depending on the parameter
parent abstra tion this generalisation will either repla e the
label of W or L in the global tree .
If the Algorithm 3.1 terminates then the losedness ondition of [28℄ is satis ed, i.e., it is ensured that together the
SLD-trees 1 ; : : : ;  form a omplete des ription of all possible omputations that an o ur for all on rete instan es
A of the goal of interest [22℄. We an then produ e a
totally orre t spe ialised program.
n

Note that Algorithm 3.1 an be seen as a spe ial kind of forwards abstra t interpretation (see [22℄), where ea h atom in
a tually denotes all its instan es (i.e., the on retisations
(A) of an atom A are all the instan es of A).
On its own, Algorithm 3.1 does not ensure termination (so
its stri tly speaking not an algorithm but a pro edure). To
ensure termination, we have to use an unfolding rule that
builds nite SLD-trees only. We also have to guarantee that
in nite bran hes in the global tree will be spotted by the
whistle and that the abstra tion an not be repeated innitely often.
3.2

Concrete Algorithms

We now present two on rete partial dedu tion algorithms.
These algorithms are online (as opposed to oine) in the
sense that they take their ontrol de isions during the onstru tion of and not beforehand. They are also rather
nave (e.g., they do not use hara teristi trees [25℄ nor do
they ater for onjun tive partial dedu tion [5℄; also the
generi Algorithm 3.1 does not in lude re ent improvements
su h as onstraints or abstra t interpretation). However,
they are easier to omprehend (and analyse) and will a tually be suÆ iently powerful to solve several interesting
problems.
Unfolding Rule

In this paper we will use a very simple method for ensuring
that ea h individual SLD-tree onstru ted by U is nite: we
always do just a single unfolding step! Pra ti al systems use
mu h more re ned approa hes.
6 For onjun tive partial dedu tion one an return entire onjun tions instead of just single atoms.

Whistle

To ensure that no in nite global tree is being built-up,
we will use a more re ned approa h based upon well-quasi
orders:
De nition 4. A sequen e s1 ; s2 ; : : : of elements of S is
alled admissible wrt a binary relation  on S  S i there
are no i < j su h that s  s . We say that  is a
well-quasi relation (wqr) i there are no in nite admissible
sequen es wrt  . A well quasi order (wqo) is a re exive
and transitive wqr.
S

i

S

j

S

S

In our ontext we will use a wqo to ensure that no in nite
tree is built up in Algorithm 3.1 by setting whistle 6= fail
whenever the sequen e of labels on the urrent bran h is not
admissible.
De nition 5. Given a wqo  we de ne whistle as follows: whistle  (L; ) = M i M is the farthest an estor of
L su h that label (M )  label (L) and whistle (L; ) = fail
if there is no su h an estor.

A parti ularly useful wqo is the homeomorphi embedding
[16, 20℄. The following is the de nition from [37℄, whi h
adapts the pure homeomorphi embedding from [7℄ by adding
a rudimentary treatment of variables.
De nition 6. The (pure) homeomorphi embedding relation  on expressions is indu tively de ned as follows (i.e.
 is the least relation satisfying the rules):

1. X  Y for all variables X; Y
2. s  f (t1 ; : : : ; t ) if s  t for some i
3. f (s1 ; : : : ; s )  f (t1; : : : ; t ) if 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng we
have s  t .
n

n

i

 nmsg (s; t) = s if s = t and both s and t are ground
terms
 nmsg (s; t) = X otherwise, where X is a fresh variable
For two atoms p(s1 ; : : : ; s ) and p(t1 ; : : : ; t ) we de ne:
 nmsg (p(s1 ; : : : ; s ); p(t1 ; : : : ; t )) =
p(nmsg (s1 ; t1 ); : : : ; nmsg (s ; t )).
This will always produ e a more general expression, but not
the most spe i one. Note that nmsg is both asso iative
and ommutative, and we an therefore extend it to sets of
atoms by de ning:
 nmsg (fA1 ; :::; A g) = nmsg (: : :nmsg(A1 ; A2 ) : : : ); A )
We an also use nmsg
to implement a nave partitioning
fun tion (where A0 2 Q means 0that A0 is an atom in Q0 ): 0
naive partition(Q) = fA j A 2 Q and A = nmsg (A ; A )g.
This partitioning fun tion will split any onjun tion into
individual atoms and will repla e non-ground terms by a
fresh variable. For example, we have that naive partition(
p(0); q(s(X ); X; s(0))) = fp(0); q(V; W; s(0))g.
Due to their navety, neither nmsg nor naive
partition are
used (to our knowledge) in existing online7 partial dedu tion
systems, but it will allow us to more easily establish pre ise
relationships to algorithms over Petri nets.
k
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Putting it all together

Based upon the on epts we an now de ne our rst on rete
partial dedu tion algorithm:

i

n

i

Noti e that n is allowed to be 0 and we thus have  for
all onstant and proposition symbols. The intuition is that
A  B i A an be obtained from B by \striking out" ertain
parts, or said another way, the stru ture of A reappears
within B . We have f (a; b)  p(f (g(a); b)) but p(a) 6 p(b)
and f (a; b) 6 p(f (a; ); f ( ; b)).
The relation  is a wqo on the set of expressions over a nite
alphabet [16, 20℄. We also de ne the weak homeomorphi
embedding relation  on expressions by repla ing rule 1.
of De nition 6 by:
1. t  X for all variables X

 is weaker in the sense that less sequen es are admissible
(and hen e it is a wqr; it is not a wqo as it is not transitive),
but it will be useful in establishing exa t relationships to
existing algorithms for Petri nets.
Abstraction

is the most spe i expression M su h that all expressions
in S are instan es of M . A mu h less pre ise generalisation
than the msg , whi h we hen eforth all nmsg (nave msg),
is de ned as follows on terms:

On e the whistle has identi ed a potential non-termination
one will usually ompute generalisations whi h are as pre ise
as possible (for partial dedu tion): The most spe i generalisation of a nite set of expressions S , denoted by msg (S ),

Algorithm 3.2

tained by using:

We de ne an instan e of Algorithm 3.1 ob-

 parent abstra tion = false
 U unfolds just on e
 partition(Q) = naive partition(Q)
 overed (L; ) = true if there exists an an estor
node of L in whi h is di erent from L and whose
label is a variant of label (L)
 whistle(L; ) = fail if L is marked as abstra ted and
whistle (L; ) = whistle  (L; ) otherwise
 abstra t(L; W; ) = nmsg (flabel (M1 ); : : : ; label (M g)
where fM1 ; : : : ; M g are all the an estors of L with
label (M )  label (L).
k

k

i

From a partial dedu tion perspe tive this algorithm is suboptimal: overed only looks at an estors (normally one would
look anywhere in the tree), partition and nmsg expli itly
throw information away, the whistle is mu h ruder than in
most partial dedu tion algorithms (and is also \disabled"
on already abstra ted nodes, whi h in general ould endanger termination [but it does not do so here℄). Its interest
is that it mimi s exa tly the onstru tion of the so- alled
7 naive partition is quite lose to what oine systems (su h
as [18℄) do.

Karp-Miller overability tree, whi h will enable us to prove
ompleteness results for partial dedu tion in Se tion 5.
The following algorithm is a more \natural" partial dedu tion variant,in whi h parent abstra tion, overed and whistle
are modi ed.
Algorithm 3.3 We de ne an instan e of Algorithm 3.1 by
modifying the on rete Algorithm 3.2 as follows:

 parent abstra tion = true
 overed (L; ) = true if there exists a pro essed node
in whose label is more general than label (L)
 whistle(L; ) = whistle (L; )
 in addition, after Algorithm 3.1 is omplete: remove
all nodes L (and their subtrees) for whi h overed (L; )
= true.
This algorithm is more natural in the sense that overed
looks for variants (and more general atoms) in the entire
tree; the whistle is also more natural as it is not disabled for
already abstra ted nodes. Also, when the whistle blows the
parent node gets abstra ted whi h usually results in mu h
shorter, and more natural spe ialised programs.
Proposition

gram P and goal

1. Algorithm 3.3 terminates for any proA.

Proof. This algorithmis a mu h simpli edversion of the algorithms in [25℄ and termination an be proven in a straightforward
manner by simpli ed version of the proofs in [25℄ or using the
termination framework of [36℄.

For Algorithm 3.2 the whistle is disabled for already abstra ted atoms. This a tually means that the algorithm does
not always terminate! However, it will terminate for Petri
nets en oded as logi programs.8 We will return to this issue
later in the paper.
4. PETRI NETS AS LOGIC PROGRAMS

It is very easy to implement Petri nets as (non{deterministi )
logi programs. Figure 2 ontains a parti ular en oding of
the Petri Net on the right in Figure 1 (taken from [11℄)
and a simple predi ate rea hable sear hing for rea hable
markings in RS (). Other Petri Nets an be en oded by
hanging the trans/3 fa ts and the initial marking fa t.
Based upon su h a translation, [14, 26℄ pursued the idea
that model he king of safety properties amounts to showing that there exists no tra e whi h leads to an unsafe state.
In other words, one an translate the interpreter in Fig. 2
into a simple model he ker of safety properties by adding
a ondition to the fa t rea hable([℄,State,State) whi h
dete ts unsafe states. E.g., if we want to verify that there
should never be tokens in the pla es p2 and p4 at the same
time, we would write in Fig. 2:
8
When investigating the termination of Algorithm 3.2 we
a tually found a small mistake in the Karp Miller Tree Algorithm in [11℄, in the sense that it never terminates for
unbounded Petri nets. We have presented a orre ted version in this paper.

rea hable([℄,State,State) :State = [P1,s(P2),P3,s(P4),P5℄.

Proving that no tra e leads to a state where rea hable/3
holds is then a hieved by a semanti s-preserving program
spe ialisation and analysis te hnique, redu ing the predi ate
rea hable/1 to the empty program. For this, an instan e
of Algorithm 3.1 was applied to several systems (other formalisms su h as CCS, CSP, or the - al ulus an be ta kled
by providing di erent interpreters), followed by an abstra t
interpretation in the style of [29℄ (whi h we do not need in
the present paper).
t4
t6
p1

t1

t3

t5
2

1
p2

t2

p4

2

p3

p5

Figure 1: A simple Petri net

rea hable(R) :initial_marking(M), rea hable(Tr,R,M).
rea hable([℄,State,State).
rea hable([A tion|As℄,Rea h,InState) :trans(A tion,InState,NewState),
rea hable(As,Rea h,NewState).
initial_marking([s(0),0,0,0,0℄).
trans(t1,[s(X),X2,X3,X4,X5℄,[X,s(X2),X3,X4,X5℄).
trans(t2,[s(X),X2,X3,X4,X5℄,[X,X2,X3,s(X4),X5℄).
trans(t3,[X,s(X2),X3,X4,X5℄,[X,X2,s(s(X3)),X4,X5℄).
trans(t4,[X,X2,s(X3),X4,X5℄,[X,s(X2),X3,X4,X5℄).
trans(t5,[X,X2,X3,s(X4),X5℄,[X,X2,X3,X4,s(s(X5))℄).
trans(t6,[X,X2,X3,X4,s(X5)℄,[X,X2,X3,s(X4),X5℄).
Figure 2: En oding a Petri net as a logi

program

We now show that this approa h gives a de ision pro edure
for the properties of Se t. 2 and that there is a tight link
with existing Petri net algorithms.
We will rst perform a preliminary ompilation of the parti ular Petri net and task (Fig. 2). This will get rid of
some of the interpretation overhead and also give us a more
straightforward equivalen e between markings of the Petri
net and atoms en ountered during the partial dedu tion
phase proper. We will use the logen oine partial dedu tion system [18℄ to that e e t (but any other s heme whi h
has a similar e e t an be used). This system allows one
to annotate alls in the original program as either redu ible
(exe uted by logen) or non-redu ible (not exe uted and
thus kept in the spe ialised program).9 In our ase we will
annotate all alls to trans and initial marking as redu ible.
After that, the logen system will (eÆ iently) produ e a
ompiled version of Fig. 2: As an be seen in Fig. 3, the
ompilation gives us a predi ate rea hable 1 with one argument ea h for the a tion label and the result, plus one
argument per Petri net pla e. Observe that logen (and
e e as well) adds two unders ores and a unique identier to existing predi ate names. rea hable 1 ontains one
9 logen is oine: the ontrol de isions have been taken beforehand (and are en oded in the annotations).

lause per transition of the Petri net plus one fa t (for the
marking rea hed). The initial marking is en oded in the one
lause for rea hable 0.
rea hable__0(R) :- rea hable__1(C,R,s(0),0,0,0,0).
rea hable__1([℄,[B,C,D,E,F℄,B,C,D,E,F).
rea hable__1([t1|A℄,R,s(B),C,D,E,F) :rea hable__1(A,R,B,s(C),D,E,F).
rea hable__1([t2|A℄,R,s(B),C,D,E,F) :rea hable__1(A,R,B,C,D,s(E),F).
rea hable__1([t3|A℄,R,B,s(C),D,E,F) :rea hable__1(A,R,B,C,s(s(D)),E,F).
rea hable__1([t4|A℄,R,B,C,s(D),E,F) :rea hable__1(A,R,B,s(C),D,E,F).
rea hable__1([t5|A℄,R,B,C,D,s(E),F) :rea hable__1(A,R,B,C,D,E,s(s(F))).
rea hable__1([t6|A℄,R,B,C,D,E,s(F)) :rea hable__1(A,R,B,C,D,s(E),F).

r_1_2([],[s(0),0,0,0,0])
t1
t2
r_1_4([],A,B,[0,A,B,0,0])

r_1_3([],A,B,[0,0,0,A,B])

t3,t4

t5,t6

Using more natural (and powerful) settings of Algorithm 3.1,
we an also handle problems whi h annot be handled by
any algorithm in [11℄. For example, in [26℄, we applied Algorithm 3.1 to the manufa turing system used in [3℄ and
were able to prove absen e of deadlo ks for parameter values of e.g., 1,2,3. When leaving the parameter unspe i ed,
the system was unable to prove the absen e of deadlo ks
and produ ed a residual program with fa ts. And indeed,
for parameter value  9 the system an a tually deadlo k.
The timings seem to ompare favourably with HyTe h [15℄.

Figure 3: Compiled Petri net

We now apply our partial dedu tion algorithms of Se t. 3
(using e e) to this ompiled interpreter. The fa ts and
rules of the resulting spe ialised program (see Appendix B)
have the following form (apart from the top-level rule): Fa ts
are of the form rea hable__1__N(...) where N is a number (generated by e e) and the last parameter is a representation of a pseudo-marking. Rules are of the form
rea hable__1__N1(...) :- rea hable__1__N2(...) where N1,N2
are numbers and the rst parameter of rea hable__1__N1(...)
ontains a name of a transition. In Fig. 4 the fa ts generated from the ode in Fig. 3 are represented as nodes and
the generated rules as edges between these nodes. (The term
r 1 N is a short ut for rea hable 1 N.)
r_1_2([],[s(0),0,0,0,0])
t1

t2

r_1_3([],[0,s(0),0,0,0])

r_1_4([],[0,0,0,s(0),0])

t3
r_1_10([],[0,0,s(s(0)),0,0])

t5
r_1_5([],[0,0,0,0,s(s(0))])

t4

t6

r_1_11([],A,[0,s(0),A,0,0])
t3
t4
r_1_12([],A,[0,0,A,0,0])

r_1_6([],A,[0,0,0,s(0),A])
t6
t5

r_1_13([],A,B,[0,A,B,0,0])

r_1_8([],A,B,[0,0,0,A,B])

r_1_7([],A,[0,0,0,0,A])

t3,t4

t5,t6

r_1_9([],A,B,[0,0,0,A,B])

t4
r_1_14([],A,B,[0,A,B,0,0])

t6

t3,t4

t5,t6

5. COMPLETENESS RESULTS

We will now formally prove that the algorithms from Se t. 3
an be used to de ide the overability problems of Se t. 2.
For this we need to establish a link between pseudo-markings
from within the overability sets of Se tion 2 and the atoms
produ ed by our partial dedu tion algorithms.
First, we will denote by C (; M0 ) the logi program obtained by applying logen to (a variation of) Fig. 2 en oding
the Petri net  with the initial marking M0 . The en oding
of natural numbers as terms used by C (; M0 ) is:

 die = 0
if i = 0
 die = s(di 1e) otherwise
Now, queries and goals for C (; M0 ) may also ontain variables, whi h a tually enables us to mimi the ! from Se t. 2.
Hen e, we extend our notation d:e to IN [ f!g by de ning
d!e = X , where X is a fresh variable.
From now on, we suppose that the order of the pla es in
M0 is the same as in the en oding in Fig. 2. We an now
establish a pre ise relationship between ring sequen es of
a Petri net and SLD-derivations of the above logi program
translation:
Lemma 1. Let  be Petri Net, and let M0 and M =
hm1 ; : : : ; m i be two (pseudo) markings for .
Then M0 [t1 ; : : : ; t iM i there exists an SLD-refutation
for C (; M0 ) [f rea hable 0(X )g with omputed answer
fX=[dm1 e; : : : ; dm e℄g.
Also, M0 [t1 ; : : : ; t iM i there exists an SLD-derivation
for C (; M0 ) [ f rea hable 0(X )g leading to (a variant
of)
rea hable 1(T; X; dm1 e; : : : ; dm e). Furthermore,
the refutation and the derivation will both always be of length
k + 1.
k

Figure 4: The result of applying

e

e

n

to Fig. 3.

This graph bears a striking resemblan e to the Karp{Miller
tree for the above Petri net as given in [11℄. In parti ular, all
overability problems whi h are de idable using the Karp{
Miller tree an also be de ided using the graph of Fig. 4. For
example, from the existen e of a fa t for r 1 13 with unbound
variables for pla es 2 and 3 we an a tually dedu e that the
pla es p2 and p3 are not bounded.
In the next se tion we prove that the relation between the
ode generated by Algorithm 3.2 and the Karp{Miller tree is
not a oin iden e. Furthermore, partial dedu tion an also
be used to generate minimal overability sets: The graph
below was generated by Algorithm 3.3 applied to the example. Ea h node orresponds to one element of the minimal
overability set.

k

k

n

k

k

n

Next, re all that an atom for partial dedu tion denotes that
all its instan es. So, if during partial dedu tion we en ounter
rea hable 1(T,R,M1,...,Mk) this means that any (ordinary) marking in fhm1 ; :::; m i j 98i : Mi = dm eg is (potentially) rea hable. In parti ular, if any Mi is an unbound
variable X this denotes that all values are potentially possible for that pla e. However, partial dedu tion atoms are
k

i

more expressive than pseudo-markings: e.g., we an represent all hm1 ; m2 i su h that m1 > 0 and m2 = m1 + 1 by
rea hable 1(T,R,s(X),s(s(X))). In other words, we an
establish a link between the number of tokens in several
pla es via shared10variables and we an represent minimum
values for pla es. However, this information will be thrown
away by nmsg and naive partition (but not by partial dedu tion in general).
For a pseudo-marking M = hm1 ; : : : ; m i we an now de ne
dM e () = p(t; dm1 e; : : : ; dm e) (where the t are just some
extra arguments not dire tly related to the marking; in the
previous se tion the en odings ontained one extra argument
registering the ring tra e and one for the result). For example, we have dh0; !; 2; !ie ( ) = p(t; 0; X; s(s(0)); Y ). Finally,
as d:e is inje tive we an de ne the (partial)11 inverse d:e 1 .
k

k

p t

p t

Theorem 1. Let be produ ed by applying to C (; M0 )
and rea hable 0(X ) any instan e of Algorithm 3.1 whi h
uses naive partition, a one-step unfolding rule, and where
whistle (L; ) = A ) A  L, and abstra t(L; W; ) =
nmsg (flabel (M1 ); : : : ; label (M g) for some an estors M of
L with label (M )  label (L). Then fdlabel (A)e 1 j A 2 g
is a overability set.
k

i

i

The above theorem establishes that Algorithms 3.3 and 3.2
or any other valid instan e of Algorithm 3.1(e.g., using more
powerful whistles based upon  and hara teristi trees),
an be used as a de ision pro edure for the nite rea hability set problem, the boundedness problem, the overing
problem, and the quasi-liveness problem (see Se t. 2). For
example, to de ide whether RS () is in nite we report true
as soon as the whistle blows; if the algorithm ompletes without any whistle blowing we report false.
For the quasi-liveness and the overing problem we an make
the de ision more expli it. For instan e, to de ide whether
a a transition t 2 T of a Petri net  = (S; T; F; M0 ) is
quasi{live, we simply adapt the initial ode from Fig. 2:
rea hable([℄,State,State) :- trans(t,State, ).

and mark this trans all as redu ible for logen. We then
run the same pro ess as above, and if the nal spe ialised
program ontains a fa t then we report true, otherwise we
report false. Note that in the latter ase, the bottom-up
abstra t interpretation [29℄ used in [14, 26℄ will produ e the
empty program. We have thus established a lass of in nite
state systems and properties for whi h the approa h of [14,
26℄ arrives at a de nite, pre ise result. We now go even further and establish a 1-1 orresponden e to the Karp-Miller
pro edure:
More pre isely, ea h atom represents a linear set L  IN
of markings L = fb + PP=1 n p j n 2 IN g with b; p 2 IN
and the restri tion that =1 p  h1; : : : ; 1i.
11
As mentioned above, all pseudo-markings have an enoding as an atom but not all atoms (generated by arbitrary instan es of Algorithm 3.1) have an equivalent pseudomarking.
10
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Theorem 2. Algorithm 3.2 applied to C (; M0 ) and
rea hable 0(X ) will produ e a global tree whi h is iso-

morphi to a Karp-Miller overability tree of  for the initial
marking M0 .

As we have seen earlier on one example, Algorithm 3.2 does
indeed reprodu e exa tly the same result as the one presented in [11℄.
Now, while Algorithm 3.2 mimi s the Karp-Miller pro edure, Algorithm 3.3 was designed to mimi Finkel's minimal overability algorithm [11℄. Indeed, for the example in
Se t. 4 it a tually does so ( f. Appendix C). Unfortunately,
this is not always the ase. The problem is that Finkel's
algorithm \drops" a marking (e.g., h0i) if there is a bigger
marking (e.g., h1i) somewhere else in the tree. In the ase
of partial dedu tion, this \optimisation" orresponds to not
spe ialising a all p(0) if we have already spe ialised p(s(0)).
Unfortunately, for logi programs in general this is unsound,
and hen e is not performed by partial dedu tion! Take for
example the program:
p(0)
true
p(s(0)) false

Here p(0) su eeds while p(s(0)) fails and the above
\optimisation" would lose a omputed answer and produ e
an in orre t spe ialised program. For Petri nets, however,
su h an optimisation is orre t due to the
following monotoni00 ity property:000 if M [t1 ; :000: : ; t iM0 0 and M 00 iM then
M [t1 ; : : : ; t iM for some M > M . This is re e ted in
the logi program0 en oding ( f. Fig. 2 and its
ompilation).
Indeed, M > M implies that whenever dM 0 e uni es with a
lause, so does dM e. Synta ti ally, this orresponds to the
fa t that the pre- ondition for ring a transition for a pla e
is either a variable X or a term of the form s(: : : s(X ) : : : )
(where X is not shared with another pla e). This insight
leads to the following de nition:
k

k

De nition 7. Let  be a quasi-order on atoms and let P
be a logi program. Then  is a valid overing relation for
P i A  B implies that whenever A uni es via the mgu 
with the head H of a lause H A1 ; : : : ; A of P then
m

 B also uni es with H
 for some mgu  of B and
f1; : : : ; mg: A   A .
j

H

we have that 8j 2

j

The above ensures that if we analyse B we will also over (in
the sense of ) all omputations that A an perform. The
relations \instan e of" and \variant of" are valid overing
relations for any program P . However, for a parti ular program or lass of programs stronger overing relations an be
used.
This means that we an use a valid overing relation 
within Algorithm 3.1 and still ensure orre tness of our analysis (and orre tness of the residual program if we adapt the
renaming fun tion). This is a very spe ial instan e of the
abstra t partial dedu tion framework in [22℄ and is a tually

what we need to fully mimi Finkel's minimal overability
algorithm
by using d e for the overed -test where: dme ()
 dm0 e () i m  m0 . d e is a valid overing relation for
programs of the form C (; M0 ) (but not for programs in
general).
:

p t

p t

:

Theorem 3. Algorithm 3.3 using d:e for overed applied to P = C (; M0 ) and Q = rea hable 0(X ) will on-

stru t the minimal overability set of  for the initial marking M0 .

boundedness problem is known to be exponential-spa e hard
[27℄, this means that above te hniques should better not be
used as is in a ontext (su h as within a ompiler) where
a tight upper-bound on memory and time requirements is
essential.
Another future dire tion is to move from pure logi programming to onstraint logi programming. The latter allows for
a more natural en oding of time (and arguably of Petri net
markings) and has already proven to be useful on its own
(i.e., without spe ialisation or analysis) for model he king
[6, 13℄.

6. FUTURE WORK

One big advantage of the partial dedu tion approa h to
model he king is it s ales up to any formalism expressible
as a logi program. More pre isely, proper instantiations of
Algorithm 3.1 will terminate for any system and will provide safe approximations of properties under onsideration.
However, as is to be expe ted, we might no longer have a
de ision pro edure.
First, the partial dedu tion an handle a rather straightforward extension of [19, 11℄. We an prove properties for in nite numbers of Petri nets by allowing !'s to be put into the
initial markings. This was su essfully used in [26℄ to prove
a mutual ex lusion safety property for an in nite family of
systems. [26℄ dis usses how to extend the model he king
approa h to liveness properties and full CTL. Some simple
examples are solved. Rea hability an be de ided in some
but not all ases using the present algorithms. In future we
want to examine the relationship to Mayr's algorithm [30℄
and whether it an be mimi ked by abstra t partial dedu tion [22℄.
There are many extensions of the basi Petri net model.
It turns out that most of these an be handled very easily
within our approa h by simple extensions to our interpreter.
Boundedness is unde idable for Petri nets with reset ar s
[8℄. However, overability and quasi-liveness is still de idable using a ba kwards algorithm [1, 12℄. It turns out that
our generi partial dedu tion algorithm an mimi this algorithm as well and thus provides a de ision pro edure for
the overability problem of Petri nets with reset ar s! For
this we have to write an \inverse" interpreter and analyse it
using partial dedu tion (but using msg instead of nmsg and
not using naive partition). In the ompanion paper [24℄ we
study su h Petri net extensions as well as the lass of soalled well-stru tured transition systems. In future work
we aim to analyse our approa h in the ontext of other formalisms su h as pro ess algebras ( rst experiments with the
- al ulus have been performed).
An important aspe t of model he king of nite state systems is the omplexity of the underlying algorithms. We
have not tou hed upon this issue in the present paper, but
plan to do so in future work. One an draw, however, a
quite interesting on lusion about the worst- ase omplexity
of some existing program spe ialisation te hniques. Indeed,
it should not be very diÆ ult to adapt the arguments in this
paper to show that not only partial dedu tion based upon 
[25℄ but also super ompilation with  [37℄ or partial evaluation of fun tional-logi programs with  [2℄ an be used to
de ide the boundedness problem of Petri nets. Now, as the
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APPENDIX
A. PROOFS
Lemma 2. For i; j 2 IN [ f!g we have that i  j i
die  dj e. Similarly, for two pseudo-markings M; M 0 and
two atoms A; B su h that A  B we have that M  M 0 i
dM e  dM 0 e .
A

B

Lemma 3. Given two pseudo-markings M; M 0 de ne the
pseudo-marking M 00 by: M 00 (p) = M (p) if M (p) = M 0 (p)
and M 00 (p) = ! otherwise.
Then dM 00 e () = nmsg (dM e () ; dM 0 e () ).
p t

p t

p t

We from now on write s  dM e if dM e () = s for some
atom p(t).
p t

Theorem 1 Let be produ ed
and rea hable 0(X ) any instan

by applying to C (; M0 )
e of Algorithm 3.1 whi h
uses naive partition, a one-step unfolding rule, and where
whistle (L; ) = A ) A  L, and abstra t(L; W; ) =
nmsg (flabel (M1 ); : : : ; label (M g) for some an estors M of
L with label (M )  label (L). Then fdlabel (A)e 1 j A 2 g
is a overability set.
k

i

i

Proof. (Sket h) First, it an easily be proven by indu tion
that all the labels of any arising during the exe ution of the
algorithm an be asso iated with a pseudo-marking of P in the
sense that L 2 ) label(L)  dM e. (Obviously this holds for
the initial tree and will not be violated by abstra t as it uses
nmsg nor by adding hildren due to orre tness of the unfolding
step [28℄ and be ause naive partition will repla e any non-ground
term by a fresh variable orresponding to !.)

The rst ondition for being a overability set (De nition 2) is
that all markings of the rea hability set are overed. This is a
straightforward onsequen e of a) the fa t that termination of our
algorithm implies losedness and thus also orre tness of partial
dedu tion [28℄, b) the fa t the we use a 1-step unfolding rule (and
hen e no intermediate markings an be hidden) and ) of the
orre tness of our interpreter (Lemma 1).
The se ond ondition is a onsequen e of the following: let M =
dlabel(A)e 1 (whi h is de ned by our rst point above) with A 2
. If M has no ! then M itself is a rea hable marking as a) our
interpreter (Lemma 1) is orre t, b) partial dedu tion is sound
and ) in this ase also omplete (as no abstra tion has o urred
to rea h M ). Indeed, for ):




the only abstra tionperformedby nmsg and naive partition
is to introdu e !;
on e an ! has been introdu ed it an never disappear,12
on erning partition all leaf goals are atoms so there is no
abstra tion required to split the leaf goals into individual
atoms).

If M ontains an ! then we know that a fresh variable was at
some point introdu ed by nmsg within a all to abstra t (L; )
(if partition puts in an ! then an ! was already present before). By De nition 5 we know that abstra t (L; ) = nmsg (: : :
(nmsg (label(L); label(M1 )) : : : ); label(M )) where M1 ; : : : ; M
are an estors of L (not ne essarilyall) with1label(M )  label
(L).
By Lemma 2 we know that dlabel(M )e  dlabel(L)e 1. We
also know that for an ! to be introdu ed we must have for some
i's (and we an a tually ignore the others without hanging the
result of abstra t ) that label(M ) and label(L) are not variants.
k

k

i

i

i

12

For Petri nets with reset ar s this is no longer the ase.

This implies that for those i's: dlabel(M )e 1 < dlabel(L)e 1 .
Hen e by the monotoni ity of Petri nets13 we an onstru t an
in nite sequen e of transitions whose limit is the generalisation
M.
i

Theorem 2 Algorithm 3.2 applied to P = C (; M0 )
Q = rea hable 0(X ) will produ e a global tree whi

and
h is
isomorphi to a Karp-Miller overability tree of  for the
initial marking M0 .
Proof.

(Sket h)

) label(L)  dM e.

We have (see proof of Theorem 1) that L 2

Let us now examine all the ases of the Karp-Miller algorithmand
prove that they are mimi ked by the partial dedu tion algorithm.
Case 1 is mimi ked by the overed test as M = M1 implies that
dM e () is a variant of dM1 e () .
p t

p t

If ase 2 applies, we have by Lemma 2 that the whistle blows (the
extra argument 1 is a fresh variable, and the extra argument 2
is always the same [and usually a fresh variable as well℄, whi h
implies that the ondition A  B of Lemma 2 is satis ed). We
also know by the same lemma that overed does not hold. Let
us rst assume that there is only one an estor (k1 ; M1 ). In that
ase we an dire tly apply Lemma 3 to show that for the new
label A omputed by abstra t we have exa tly A  dM2 e. In
ase there are more than one an estor (k1 ; M1 ) the same an be
proven using a straightforward indu tion on the number of su h
an estors.
If ase 3 applies we know by Lemma 2 that neither overed nor
are true in the partial dedu tion algorithm. For markings
without !, we know by orre tness of unfolding and Lemma 1
we know that the partial dedu tion algorithm will add exa tly
the same hildren as the Karp-Miller pro edure (and will also
label them using a lause orresponding to the same transition).
For markings with ! we also get the same hildren as with the
Karp-Miller pro edure be ause naive partition will repla e any
non-ground term by a fresh variable orresponding to !.
whistle

Theorem 3 Algorithm 3.3 using d:e for overed applied to
P = C (; M0 ) and Q = rea hable 0(X ) will onstru t the
minimal overability set of  for the initial marking M0 .
Proof. (Sket h) We an show that Algorithm 3.3 mimi s all
the 4 ases of \minimal overability tree" pro edure in [11℄ for
a urrently sele ted node with marking m. Let L be the node
sele ted in Algorithm 3.3 orrespondingto m, i.e., dlabel(L)e = m
and let us examine the 4 ases:

1. if there is a node with marking m1 = m then overed (L; )
= true and the node L will thus be marked as pro essed
2. if there is a node with marking m1 < m then overed (L; )
= true and the node L will thus be marked as pro essed.
Here it is important that overed is extended using d e .
3. let us rst onsider the ase that there is an an estor of m
su h that m1 < m. In that ase the whistle (L; ) will blow
(by Lemma 2) and return the rst node on the path from
the root su h that m1 < m (m1 = m is not possible as
ase 1 hasn't been applied) By Lemma 3 abstra t (L; W; )
we now know that abstra t (L; W; ) will give exa tly m2
13 I.e.,
M [t1; : : : ; t iM 0
and M 00 iM implies that
M 00 [t1 ; : : : ; t iM 000 for some M 000 iM 0 .
:

k

k

of the \minimal overability tree" pro edure. Also, the removal of all nodes su h that m1 < m2 will be performed
by the post-pro essing of Algorithm 3.3 (if the with m2 got
removed then there will be another node with a marking >
m2 whi h will remove all the nodes with a marking < m2
as well.
For the ase that there is no an estor of m su h that m1 < m
we have that m2 = m. Again, the removal of all nodes su h
that m1 < m2 will be performed by the post-pro essing
of Algorithm 3.3. In this ase the whistle (L; ) of Algorithm 3.3 does not blow but at the next iteration of the
\minimal overability tree" pro edure m2 will fall into ase
4.
4. In this ase we know that the whistle (L; ) does not blow
(by Lemma 2) and similarly to Theorem 2 we an establish that the partial dedu tion unfolding exa tly mimi s the
onstru tion of the hildren in [11℄.

B.

A KARP-MILLER TREE USING ECCE

In this appendix we show how e e re onstru ts pre isely
the Karp-Miller tree for the Petri net PN1 of [11℄ (page 219).
/* Spe ialised program generated by E e 1.1 */
/* PD Goal: rea hable__0(A) */
/* Parameters: Abs:n InstChe k:y Msv:n NgSlv:g Part:n
Prun:n Sel: Whstl:o Raf:noFar:no D e:no Poly:n
Dpu:no ParAbs:no Msvp:no */
/* Transformation time: 134 ms */
/* Spe ialised Predi ates:
rea hable__0__1(A) :- rea hable__0(A).
rea hable__1__2(A,B) :- rea hable__1(A,s(0),0,0,0,0,B).
rea hable__1__3(A,B) :- rea hable__1(A,0,s(0),0,0,0,B).
rea hable__1__4(A,B) :- rea hable__1(A,0,0,0,s(0),0,B).
rea hable__1__5(A,B) :- rea hable__1(A,0,0,0,0,s(s(0)),B).
rea hable__1__6(A,B,C) :- rea hable__1(A,0,0,0,s(0),B,C).
rea hable__1__7(A,B,C) :- rea hable__1(A,0,0,0,0,B,C).
rea hable__1__8(A,B,C,D) :- rea hable__1(A,0,0,0,B,C,D).
rea hable__1__9(A,B,C,D) :- rea hable__1(A,0,0,0,B,C,D).
rea hable__1__10(A,B) :- rea hable__1(A,0,0,s(s(0)),0,0,B).
rea hable__1__11(A,B,C) :- rea hable__1(A,0,s(0),B,0,0,C).
rea hable__1__12(A,B,C) :- rea hable__1(A,0,0,B,0,0,C).
rea hable__1__13(A,B,C,D) :- rea hable__1(A,0,B,C,0,0,D).
rea hable__1__14(A,B,C,D) :- rea hable__1(A,0,B,C,0,0,D).*/
rea hable__0(A) :- rea hable__0__1(A).
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea
rea

hable__0__1(A) :- rea hable__1__2(B,A).
hable__1__2([℄,[s(0),0,0,0,0℄).
hable__1__2([t1|A℄,B) :- rea hable__1__3(A,B).
hable__1__2([t2|A℄,B) :- rea hable__1__4(A,B).
hable__1__3([℄,[0,s(0),0,0,0℄).
hable__1__3([t3|A℄,B) :- rea hable__1__10(A,B).
hable__1__4([℄,[0,0,0,s(0),0℄).
hable__1__4([t5|A℄,B) :- rea hable__1__5(A,B).
hable__1__5([℄,[0,0,0,0,s(s(0))℄).
hable__1__5([t6|A℄,B) :- rea hable__1__6(A,s(0),B).
hable__1__6([℄,A,[0,0,0,s(0),A℄).
hable__1__6([t5|A℄,B,C) :rea hable__1__7(A,s(s(B)),C).
hable__1__6([t6|A℄,s(B),C) :rea hable__1__8(A,s(s(0)),B,C).
hable__1__7([℄,A,[0,0,0,0,A℄).
hable__1__7([t6|A℄,s(B),C) :rea hable__1__9(A,s(0),B,C).
hable__1__8([℄,A,B,[0,0,0,A,B℄).
hable__1__8([t5|A℄,s(B),C,D) :rea hable__1__8(A,B,s(s(C)),D).
hable__1__8([t6|A℄,B,s(C),D) :rea hable__1__8(A,s(B),C,D).

rea hable__1__9([℄,A,B,[0,0,0,A,B℄).
rea hable__1__9([t5|A℄,s(B),C,D) :rea hable__1__9(A,B,s(s(C)),D).
rea hable__1__9([t6|A℄,B,s(C),D) :rea hable__1__9(A,s(B),C,D).
rea hable__1__10([℄,[0,0,s(s(0)),0,0℄).
rea hable__1__10([t4|A℄,B) :rea hable__1__11(A,s(0),B).
rea hable__1__11([℄,A,[0,s(0),A,0,0℄).
rea hable__1__11([t3|A℄,B,C) :rea hable__1__12(A,s(s(B)),C).
rea hable__1__11([t4|A℄,s(B),C) :rea hable__1__13(A,s(s(0)),B,C).
rea hable__1__12([℄,A,[0,0,A,0,0℄).
rea hable__1__12([t4|A℄,s(B),C) :rea hable__1__14(A,s(0),B,C).
rea hable__1__13([℄,A,B,[0,A,B,0,0℄).
rea hable__1__13([t3|A℄,s(B),C,D) :rea hable__1__13(A,B,s(s(C)),D).
rea hable__1__13([t4|A℄,B,s(C),D) :rea hable__1__13(A,s(B),C,D).
rea hable__1__14([℄,A,B,[0,A,B,0,0℄).
rea hable__1__14([t3|A℄,s(B),C,D) :rea hable__1__14(A,B,s(s(C)),D).
rea hable__1__14([t4|A℄,B,s(C),D) :rea hable__1__14(A,s(B),C,D).

C. A MINIMAL COVERABILITY GRAPH
USING ECCE

In this appendix we show how e e re onstru ts pre isely
the minimal overability graph (pages 223 and 230 of [11℄)
for the Petri net PN1 of [11℄.

/* Spe ialised program generated by E e 1.1 */
/* PD Goal: rea hable__0(A) */
/* Parameters: Abs:n InstChe k:a Msv:n NgSlv:g
Part:n Prun:n Sel: Whstl:n Raf:noFar:no D e:no
Poly:n Dpu:no ParAbs:yes Msvp:no */
/* Transformation time: 83 ms */
/* Spe ialised Predi ates:
rea hable__0__1(A) :- rea hable__0(A).
rea hable__1__2(A,B) :rea hable__1(A,s(0),0,0,0,0,B).
rea hable__1__3(A,B,C,D) :rea hable__1(A,0,0,0,B,C,D).
rea hable__1__4(A,B,C,D) :rea hable__1(A,0,B,C,0,0,D). */
rea hable__0(A) :- rea hable__0__1(A).
rea hable__0__1(A) :- rea hable__1__2(B,A).
rea hable__1__2([℄,[s(0),0,0,0,0℄).
rea hable__1__2([t1|A℄,B) :rea hable__1__4(A,s(0),0,B).
rea hable__1__2([t2|A℄,B) :rea hable__1__3(A,s(0),0,B).
rea hable__1__3([℄,A,B,[0,0,0,A,B℄).
rea hable__1__3([t5|A℄,s(B),C,D) :rea hable__1__3(A,B,s(s(C)),D).
rea hable__1__3([t6|A℄,B,s(C),D) :rea hable__1__3(A,s(B),C,D).
rea hable__1__4([℄,A,B,[0,A,B,0,0℄).
rea hable__1__4([t3|A℄,s(B),C,D) :rea hable__1__4(A,B,s(s(C)),D).
rea hable__1__4([t4|A℄,B,s(C),D) :rea hable__1__4(A,s(B),C,D).

